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About This Game

Wishmaster is a game with an interesting and complex history of human desires and about the fact that not everything will go
the way you wish. The game includes a part with Visual Novel, where you will learn about the world and the people themselves,

and, certainly, about their dreams. The second part of the game is the game Match-3, where you will search for mysterious
energy to fulfill all the dreams of mortal creatures. Also you will be able to track your progress in the gallery.

You start the game as a magical creature that was born only a few moments ago and doesn’t know anything about itself. Using
the advice of the master and the power of Wishboard, you will fulfill the wishes of the living. But do people really want their

desires to be fulfilled? And is it possible to trust a new “friend”?

- More than 30 characters with diverse wishes

- You can decide which wish to fulfill

- Company mode for not one playthrough!

- Mode on time for relaxation

- Gallery with your progress
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got it as a steam cd key and i got this. I love it. Probably one of the better rpgmaker-type games to come out in the last while. I
really enjoy the puzzle like battles that don't overstay their welcomes.. Wishmaster is a textbook example of what NOT to do in
a Match-3 style game that has a 'story mode' in it..

The player will begin each round with 10 columns of 19 icons each and as you match them up and exhaust each column, the
board shrinks down making each move hold more weight. The round ends when the player:

1) Matches all icons on the board, clearing it
2) Runs out of turns
3) Runs out of viable moves.

More often than not, you will find that #3 is the most usual outcome of each turn followed closely by #2. Most Match-3's I have
played have a tendency to have all the action going on on one side of the board or the other. After a few turns, one of the middle
columns will affect the other side of the board and the action moves to the previously unused side. This tendancy is mirrored in
"Wishmaster" as well; however, due to the fact that this game only has a finite number of tiles for each round this quickly
becomes a detriment. To be fair, the game does try to toss out a few tiles to 'help" on occasion as you exhaust your columns, but
more often than not this "assistance" only serves to make things worse. So, get ready to have quite a few rounds end with two
tiles on the bottom and the third tile you need to finish the puzzle on top of one of the other two (and unmovable).

You also only have 3 attempts: PERIOD. Not 3 attempts at each puzzle - simply 3 attempts. Now, I could undertand if this were
just in a quick-play mode, but this is the STORY MODE we're talking about; and there is nothing that makes me want to keep
playing a game more than getting to Level 3 and then having to strat all over again from Level 1 because I wound up going "3
and Out". When you do find yourself starting all over again, you'll find yourself having to view the opening "story" without an
option to skip through it (yeah, you can spam the space bar to speed the dialogue up, but some of us just want to cut to the
chase).

All-in-all, save yourself some money and the aggrivation induced headache and just pass on this game. If you simply cannot live
for one more second without an anime Match-3 game there are far better ones out there than this that you'd be better off playing
instead of this one.. Not bad, but the only reason to play this game was artwork, that's quite nice.

On the cons side is a very high dependency on random, especially in getting acheivements and in table generation. It took me
about two hours of constant game restarting to randomize me characters necessary for completing acheivements.

All in all, I would recommend (but maybe it would be better to wait for some sale). Update: Okay so we got more content stuff
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now against all odds the "cutesy" art is actually growing on me ONLY because it is used to highlight the parody heavy theme
presnet in this EA access title.

Not a thumbs up at this point however b/c when it comes to strategic gameplay there's not really alot too it unfortuantely....BUT
there have been some changes and the developer's seem willing to listen to feedback and adjust even the core gameplay
(assuming I am understanding the updates they give correctly) mechanic may improve or develop in some way not yet apparent.

At the moment this game comes off as couple of new shoes on the much played, loved, hated, and all time classic boardgame,
Monopoly. Primarily it's a game of chance though some strategic application will improve your odds. As such I will primiraly
being making comparision contrasts to help review this concept.

One of my complaints is that in tweaking the Monopoly formula Dicetiny replaces purchasing property tiles with placing
minions that can be defeated/removed/stolen and the result is a bit underwhelming. It removes the decisions between keeping
resources or spending them in hopes of at least a small future or short term benefit but with the possibly of a huge payoff in the
long run feel. That very decisions is what makes Monoploy somewhat interesting. I say somewhat interseting concept because
while the decisions set in front of you will change based on the dice roll/RNG/Random element of a particular game of
Monopoly the overall strategy of each game is essentially the same (focusing on purchasing properties in a few key areas and not
in others). I believe this is a result of having a fixed "permenant" gameboard that the elements are subject to is partially (maybe
entirely?) to blame here and Dicetiny forgoes that particular dilema with the ability to randomize the board to and the last half
of each game tends to be a long jog to an inevitable conclusion.

So in short form for this Monopoly variation the non-permenancy (totally a word I'm sure) spin on purchasing obstacles
(properites in Monopoly and Units or Minions in Dicetiny) seems to accomplish the task of making the game less vanilla.
Unfortunately it also waters down the spend/invest decision that makes Monopoly anything more than a game of pure chance.
It's an intersting problem to face and I will be intersted to see what this group comes up with.

Stay Tuned....

Good Start!.....but its basically a demo at the moment sooooooooo.....hold off on purchase until they add some of that content
stuff.

At the moment you can play 4 scenarios on one difficulty setting and choose between four decks with some very light
customization options to mix up the cards.

NO LONGER CRASHING ON STARTUP per update.. Just a fun little game to pass the time and sell some goods on. A little
repetitive at times 9.5/10 -RamboBiscuit. This is a relatively straight forward HOG. There's no map or fast travel but you really
won't need it. As other's have noted the story is paper thin and you don't really know why your doing some things. If you've play
HOG's before you'll pretty much know what to do in any situation. Only problem I got was getting stuck where the statues are at
the end. There a section of one of the bases that pops open. Once I noticed that everything else went smothly. Some item
descriptions could have used some work. It is short but then I have played few HOG's that took more then a few hours to beat.
I'd say it's an okay game and maybe get it on sale. For what it is I would not pay full price. FYI there's no voice acting. Which is
fine be me honestly.. Pretty entertaining for the price. Some bugs in the game but nothing serious. They could fix the
matchmacking system though. Its talks a little bit to get in a game with others without playing solo.. So far I have played through
the tutorial section and the explored the 1st main area.

Project Abyss is a lovely game that captures the essence of underwater exploration and the related dangers. The art style and
representation of the ocean creatures is charming and it feels nice when you come across something out of the blue.

At first, the controls seem overwhelming, but this because of the range of submarine and diver tools that are on offer. Moving
the submarine itself is done by rotating the propeller to the angle of thrust needed, which gives a very unique and realistic feel to
operation. A lot of care is required to finely position the submarine around underwater obstacles. The submarine tools include
things like the drill, front claw, underbelly (?) claw, harpoon gun and chain harpoon. I particularly like the claw underneath the
sub that moves up\/down with the mouse wheel and can pull objects back up.

You can also exit the submarine and explore as the diver, allowing for other weapons and tools at your disposal. It allows for an
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extra dynamic of gameplay, in terms of exploring inside shipwrecks or repairing the submarine itself from outside. It feels
natural to secure your submarine to a rock with the chain harpoon, then explore more closely as the diver itself.

There is definitely a survival aspect to the gameplay, as the fuel on the submarine is limited, along with ammo sometimes
running dry. Also the sea itself can be a rather dangerous place. Save when you can and don't waste resources.

From the look of the skill trees and the achievements, there appears to be a lot more content on offer for me to discover.

If deep sea exploration is your thing, then I'd definitely give this a go.. Music too loud and when i turn it off in settings, it still
plays on game.
And never getting past lvl 1 as the tiles always end in a 2x2 square -.-'
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This game was actually a lot of fun. I found that I got wrapped up into it pretty quickly. Still a bit confused as to what in the
world it's about, but it was a fun little puzzle game nonetheless. If you like games like Candy Crush, you'll probably love this. I'd
give this a 7/10.. Very good so far! completed 1 scenario with the class 42 The Long Voyage and find it too be great! at the
moment i would grade as 9\/10 and is worth the money! Graphics have improved on the Rivera Line in the 50's, functionality,
runtime and etc.. If you like Tower Defense/FPS games like Sanctum and Orcs Must Die where you defend against waves of
enemies, then you'll most likely enjoy this game.

Tower/weapons are random via crate mechanic which I don't mind---you have to make do with what you have.

Cons: There's not a lot of room for creativity because the start of each wave is timed. There's no maze building like Sanctum or
OMD either.

All in all I'd recommend it.. This game has everything you want in a blend of tower defense and FPS. Play solo or with up to 3
other friends/randos. Everyone that plays is going to be interested in winning. PvP doesn't factor in. For me, this is a great thing.
PvE. Work together and achieve the simple victory of staying alive and protecting your base/camp/area. Playing with n00bs or
veterans, this game is solid in its not yet fully developed release version.

I am very hopeful that this game continues development and lands on point for any gamer and their 3 buddies to PvE all over
gratuitous monsters.. Had a few minor bugs, game crashed once. Other than that I've enjoyed it quite a bit.
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